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5 tips for

ELIMINATING

RESENTMENT

IN YOUR

RELATIONSHIP



W
                       e hear constantly that in a relationship we have to give more than we

take, or get. That’s a nice concept isn’t it? But don’t you find that you’re burnt out

and that you can’t give any more?!

 

You RESENT that you have to give, give, give - only to get nothing in return (it

seems…).

 

What about you? What about your needs? What about your partner giving to you?

This is where the disconnect is between what we hear we should do in

relationships and why it’s not working. It makes you want to give up, it makes you

wonder if you’re with the right person. 

 

It makes you wonder if you made a mistake years ago. It makes you wonder if this

will last, if you can last, in this way….

 

The answer is probably “no”. You cannot last much longer with this resentment.

You cannot last any longer giving more and not receiving much…but there’s a cure.

It’s not what you think and it’s not what we have thought for our whole lives:

 

That the other must give us what we need because “that’s what relationships are

for”! It’s true to an extent…but, FIRST we need to do a few things.

 

What is resentment?
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My definition of resentment is: when you are angry at someone else for
something they DIDN'T do that you could have given yourself.



1. Get clear on WHAT you need - often we don’t have a clear sense of what we

need.

 

We just know what we’re getting isn’t what we need. We know what we DON’T

want, but that’s not helpful (that's a good beginning to help us find what we do

want, but it can't just stop at recognizing what we don't want).

 

Most often, what we need isn’t something from our partner, what we need is a

general feeling of relaxation and receiving in our lives. We are seeking general

relief from the burdens of our lives and hold our partners responsible. But it isn’t

their job to do this for us, this is the misconception in our society.

 

Our partners aren’t meant to fill our every need. With our modern way of

thinking and our expectations of our relationships (lover, co-parent, therapist, best

friend, confidant, support system, business partner, etc) it’s no wonder our partners

give up, or that you feel you’re not “getting” everything!

 

There’s NO WAY they can fill all of the roles that we expect them to fill!

 

It’s not your fault, so don’t even go there and feel guilt. It’s not your fault that you

have been fed this lie. The lie of equality and pop relationship advice having you

believe that everything should be 50/50 and that your partner should be able to

fill all your needs.

 

So let’s consider this: If you get clear on what you need, then there’s a huge

chance that most, if not all of the things you’re truly, deeply needing can be

attained!

 

Many of your needs can met by yourself, both by doing things differently as well

as adding and subtracting from what you’re burdened with.
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Tip #1



           Write down some things here that you really need.

 

Be careful not to write things like: "I need him/her to do xyz. I need more x from

you."

 

Use “I” statements. For example, if you need more touch or human connection,

then write “I need more touch”, “I need more human connection” rather than

writing“ I need more connection from him/her”.

 

Also, if it’s a case of irritation toward your partner for not doing something, or doing

too much of something, write it from your point of view ONLY like this: “I need

more attention” (not “I need more attention from them”).
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Fill yourself up first. Ever heard of self-care? You probably have. Its a buzz phrase

these days that gets some misunderstanding. Self-care isn’t manicures and spa

days (although that can be part of your self-care), but my real definition of self-

care is “taking care of myself” in a deep way.

 

Watching less TV and going to bed ½ an hour earlier. Saying “no” to something

that’s just too much on your plate right now (we have such bad habits of saying

yes to everything!!!! At the cost of our own health!).

 

It can be overwhelming to think about self-care. I used to think self- care was for

the rich and famous, who didn’t have jobs, kids, homes to upkeep…who were 'living

the life'. They could go to Hawaii for self-care (#goals!), they could go to the spa

for a weekend, or even have time to get their hair and nails done professionally

every week.

 

They all also had a housekeeper, a nanny, a cook and a perfect husband. I used to

think "once I’ve attained all of that, I’ll do self-care".

 

For me it seemed unattainable. I had a full-time career as a midwife at the time

(on-call, long hours, huge responsibilities!) young kids, a partner, a house…. There

was no time for self-care.

 

Until I burned out. I was overwhelmed and thought I had no recourse and that this

was life. I feared that I would be “stuck” feeling like this the rest of my life. I felt

complete despair. "Is this it?"

 

I had resentment for my life, for my partner, for my house and my responsibilities,

for my work (that I used to love! what happened?) it was overwhelming.
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Tip #2



That was a depressing place to live in. Can you relate? Can you see yourself going

there if you don’t do something? You’re in the right place.

 

        There are 3 types of self-care in my opinion: Therapeutic self-care, acute 

        self-care and ongoing/preventive self-care.

 

Therapeutic self-care is like taking care of a sick loved one. Doting on yourself

day and night. Making tea, offering chicken soup, sleeping lots, to get through

something that is really tough in the moment. It might take days or weeks, or just

an afternoon.

 

This may be the phase you’re in for the first little while of starting a self-care

practice, because you’re so depleted that you need some ongoing deep,

therapeutic self-care to fill your deficit back up to zero.

 

Acute self-care is an immediate thing you do in response to a thing that

happened this moment.

 

Acute self-care is the kind you do when your partner (or the barista at the coffee

shop, or the car that just cut you off) triggers you beyond your ability to calm down

to take a breath.

 

Ongoing self care is what should be a practice of daily ongoing preventive self-

care, once you’re generally feeling good and “filled up”.
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For me, easy self-care that takes no time at all and I can do at home, in the car, at

work or on public transport is listen to a great song with my headphones on. When

I can, I even dance, sometimes really crazy! It feels so great. Another favourite is

taking 10 full minutes to sip my coffee in the morning, it’s a kind of ritual, I also like

to go for a short or long walk.

 

I live in Toronto Canada. No excuses for the weather being too cold or too this-or-

that. Unless you live in Siberia, you have nothing on me :D... go for a 10 minute

walk. You will feel SOOOO GOOOOD. Go nuts, have an ice cream or a fancy coffee

beverage on your way home from grocery shopping or work.

 

Who said you’re not allowed to enhance your life by adding fun into the

mundane?

 

The discipline of early bedtime is something that is now (wasn’t always) a regular

priority for me and it has done wonders in my life and relationship. What are your

10 easy self-care things?
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           Make a list of 10 easy self-care things and 10 big self-care things.

 

Easy self-care items:

1.  ____________________________________________

2  ____________________________________________

3   ____________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________

5. ____________________________________________

6. ____________________________________________

7. ____________________________________________

8. ____________________________________________

9. ____________________________________________

10. ____________________________________________

Big self-care items:

1.  ____________________________________________

2  ____________________________________________

3   ____________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________

5. ____________________________________________

6. ____________________________________________

7. ____________________________________________

8. ____________________________________________

9. ____________________________________________

10. ____________________________________________



Some of my big self-care things are: manicure, getting my hair cut or coloured, a

spa treatment, a trip to a tropical place with a beach, lunch with a friend, dinner

with a friend/friends. What are your 10 big self-care things?

 

Practice consistent self-care every day (3 things a day, without fail) for a week.

Prioritize your self-care in your calendar. Do 3 easy things every day with one item

off your “big self-care list” a week.

 

Start filing up your empty reservoir before moving on to the next step. Just this

practice will start making you feel differently. You’ll start feeling more filled up in

general, and you’ll focus less on what your partner isn’t doing for you.

 

Give it a real chance. When you’re not filled up, it’s like you have a leak in your

tank, and you expect someone else (usually your partner) to continue filling it up

as you allow it to deplete on the other end.

 

Your partner will NEVER be able to fill you completely…. There will always be an

energy leak if you don’t also ensure you’re filled with the goodness of whatever

you need.

 

        BONUS: Self-care is the first step toward nurturing more self-love.

 

Self-love is also a common phrase to hear these days, but what is it, really? It used

to be popular to hear about people standing in front of the mirror and saying "I love

myself, I love myself, I love myself". This isn't bad, it's just incomplete. You can't

change your entire view of yourself just by reciting something you want to believe.

 

You have to act like you love yourself too. Your subconscious will never believe

you if you don't also show yourself that you love yourself. My definition of self-love

is the practice of giving yourself what makes you feel loved on a consistent basis

rather than expecting or consistently needing it from someone else.

 

It’s a self-sufficient way of feeling good no matter what; of feeling loved and

cherished in your own right and not depending on (but certainly enjoying on

occasion) love from another.
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It’s a bit of an abstract concept isn’t it?! Its such a difficult concept to grasp. It was

for me for a long time too, and still is at moments, to this day!

 

Self-love is the art and practice of consistently showing up for yourself in a way

that is loving, kind, generous and compassionate. Easy right? No. Not easy, but

very rewarding once you get into the groove.

 

What I did to start my self-love practice (that’s evolved now into a more complex

and consistent practice) is compassion. I got into the habit of consistently

practicing compassion for myself, no matter what I did that I would've normally

judged as bad. It was a #gamechanger!

 

From there, it grew into deliberate practices such as daily meditation, writing out

my needs and fulfilling them, practicing the art of self-care when it was the

absolute hardest (usually in relation to feeling unloved or when there was a

disagreement with my partner) and turning it around to feeling loved by me.

 

This practice is a little more "advanced" but, I encourage you to try it. Practice self-

compassion even within that, because we can judge and be harsh with ourselves

for not being compassionate enough... now that’s a mind f$^%k!
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Give from a full place.

 

After having practiced consistent self-care for a week, start noticing how you feel

when you give to your relationship. Does it feel less resentful when you do

household or relationship duties with selfcare in full swing? Just start noticing.

Some people don’t notice a difference, and that’s ok too! I think the majority of

people notice a difference right away!

 

Don’t worry, we get to focus on our partners at some point too, and ask them for

help, but for now we’re retraining and relearning how to feel fulfilled without being

needy for someone else and without demanding it from someone else.
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Tip #3

           Write down here how it feels, notice how good it feels.

 

What about giving feels good, be specific. It’s important to take note of what is

good and to focus on what we want, because we will just create more of what that

is. It’s the universal law of attraction, whatever we focus on we get more of.
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Stop doing stuff.

 

You’re probably laughing your ass off. “ 'Stop doing stuff'? How can I stop doing

stuff when there is so much to do?". This is something most of us find the most

challenging. We have high standards for ourselves, we have created habits that

have brought more “doing” into our lives than we can keep up with.

 

       Start small, start with prioritizing self-care over, say, laundry or dishes.

 

Start with replacing doing something “you really need to do” with self-care. For

example, after you walk in the door at the end of a busy work day, change into

some comfy clothing and sit on the sofa and drink tea while reading a book for 20

minutes (set a timer if this is making you anxious!) before going on to making

dinner.

 

Perhaps don’t do the dishes after dinner, and instead play with the kids before

bedtime, it’ll do you as much good as it does them. Do you see where I’m going

with this?

 

I know what you’re thinking, that no one else will do those dishes, that you don’t

have time to play with the kids or have tea for 20 minutes, that your partner

probably will not pick up the slack, and so you can’t afford to do all of these

things...but humour me. Just try it for a week. Think of it as a science experiment.

And besides, we’re trying to train ourselves to stop focusing on our partner right?

 

The next tip shows you how to ask for help so don’t despair. You’re allowed to ask

for support and contribution, but for now practice the art of NOT doing stuff by

focusing more on you and what will fill you up. It’s one of the hardest things for us

to do as women yet the most important step in letting go of our overwhelming

habits.
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Tip #4



Then ask.

 

If you’ve filled yourself up to be as full as you can be, and you still need something

in a specific way from your partner, then ask! When you ask from a full heart, with a

full life, the “ask” is from a grounded, full, loving, longing place. Not an empty,

depleted, needy, energy-sucking place. We all

know that kind of neediness right?

 

Either from being that way ourselves at times or knowing someone who is. It’s the

most unattractive repulsive way for someone to get their needs met. It literally is like

love-repellent. :D

 

        Never ask from an empty place. If you’re feeling whiny or angry or bitchy,

        don’t ask for anything.

 

Wait. Either go do a bunch of self-care or if you can’t, try expressing what you’re

feeling. But there’s a catch: not by complaining! Express what you’re really feeling at

the core: "I’m exhausted and need help", "I feel overwhelmed", I"’m sad, I’m lonely, I

feel despair"… whatever you’re really feeling (without adding 'because you xyz'.

 

Do some digging and get dead honest with yourself, because what you’re feeling

is yours, always. Making things their fault will just create discord. It’s easy for me to

say, and really hard for all of us to do, but just practice. Practice noticing what you

feel in it's purity and then stating what you feel in that purity.

 

Even if you feel something and you believe it’s because of something your partner

did, you still feel it. So you don’t have to add that it’s because of them. Just state

what you feel. Clean and clear, and you’ll avoid causing them to feel defensive and

angry and will have a much higher chance of them being able to hear you.

 

The words you use are also critical for your partner to lovingly hear you. Your

partner is probably very used to hearing complaining and taking it personally or

taking it to mean that they’ve messed up. So change it up. It’ll make a dramatic

difference in their willingness to want to do the thing you are asking of them.
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Tip #5



Ask by starting with “I would love”, “It would be wonderful” “I’d be so happy if” and

state the thing. Like “It would be so wonderful if the dishes were done.” Notice

you’re not saying anything about them? You’re just stating a wish. A desire. This

gives a wide open opportunity for your partner to step up and make you happy, on

their own accord, not by being bitch slapped into it. For all you care they hire

someone! As long as you've expressed your wish of what you want, the way it will

come about can be up to them!

 

Keep it short, simple and matter of fact, with a twist of delicious desire and

sweetness. Remember, ANYONE is more likely to trip all over themselves to give

you what you want when you’re in a state of desire than in a state of lack and

complaining, right?

 

Your partner especially. Your partner will start LOVING your expression of your

desires in the new positive way! They’ll be surprised at first, ‘cause it’s new, and

will be delighted to jump up and fill your wishes! It’s magical really.

 

State your desire and then zip it! Stop talking. We want to go on and on to

explain and justify our desires and drive the point home, but if we just keep it clean

and simple and then shut up…. We’re much more likely to be heard and get what

we want!

 

This is what I do “I’d love to go out for dinner this Friday.” I literally state that simple

thing, and absolutely leave it alone. I turn away and start doing something else.

Soon enough, my partner has made a reservation, planned a movie or done

something to fulfill my wish. It’s pure magic. And we’re BOTH happy, he’s happy

because he got to make me happy (“yes! I succeeded!” he thinks) and I just

feel happy because I got the thing I wanted!

 

I just want to reiterate, I didn't get my wish by complaining. If I ever say something

like "we never go out for dinner, why can't we do more fun stuff? I'm so exhausted

from my week and I really don't want to have to figure out something fun to do"...

just writing this makes me annoyed because the tone is so whiny! Yet, without

deliberate, conscious effort we often fall straight smack into the trap of

complaining.
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If you just can’t express what you want and can only see what you don’t want and

what they're doing wrong and how you're so irritated by them, and need to

complain, wait or call a friend. Someone that you trust won’t judge you or your

partner just because you’re complaining. You know that friend, the one who

supports you no matter what, and still loves your partner for who they are even

when you complain terribly about them :)

 

        BONUS: how to know what you’re feeling when you’re overwhelmed with

        resentment and complaints.

 

Ask yourself what’s wrong? Write it all out...Go crazy. Just blurt everything out onto

paper, not to your partner out loud - or call that trusted friend who won’t agree

with you too vehemently, but who will just listen, and understand that sometimes

we complain about our partners and we don’t always mean it…but just need to feel

heard.

 

Your complaint might be: "He’s never there, he always watches TV he doesn’t help

me, I do everything, he isn’t showing up for the kids, he’s working too much and I

feel alone...".

 

This translates to: "I miss my partner, I want connection, miss getting attention, I

miss his presence, I feel overwhelmed with the household management, I feel

overburdened, I feel under appreciated and unseen, I feel exhausted from

parenting, I miss being cherished"…Translate your own situation into what it truly

means, what you truly feel. Not what your partner did wrong.
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           Go deeper: What does all of this make you feel?

 

Sad, angry, afraid… Use a core feeling to describe what’s going on…usually anger

covers sadness… and sadness covers fear of loss of something (loss of love,

connection, getting needs met, etc) it’s likely you’re sad about something and once

you’re clear on that then you’ve got something to work with.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 



Most of us are much closer to the life we

desire than we think. We just need help

to see our blind spots inside ourselves.

Often it is just the shift of how one

perceives the world. It can happen in a

moment, in an instant of insight or

decision.

 

As a Dating and Relationship Coach,

I’ve seen women completely transform

their circumstances in relationships,

health and professional life by making

small distinct changes in their lives and

how they see themselves.

 

My journey to becoming a coach started

many years ago. It was while working as

a midwife that I learned the value of

mindset. In my career as a midwife,

Meet 

This started my passionate journey to becoming a coach, so that I could support

people into living the life they choose. If you are ready to make change, I will

support you in shifting your mindset. I make shift happen.

 

I offer coaching for women who want to learn how to (re)connect to their inner

guidance system in relationships with themselves and others. My coaching

programs are like no other, diving deep into the foundational beliefs that hold us

back from flourishing fully.

 

Together we will make shift happen and create the life and relationship that you

desire.

www.barbarasanten.com DatingCoachBarbaraSanten BarbaraSanten

https://www.barbarasanten.com/
https://www.facebook.com/DatingCoachBarbaraSanten
https://www.instagram.com/barbarasanten/

